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 ‘Before’ snapshot 

Name: __________________________________________ Date:_______________________ 

Condition of Pet Project(s): 

 

 

Health & fitness ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation ___________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction   _________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living  ______________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’_____________________________________________________________________ 

Pictures of you & yours:  

  

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress markers:
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Random snapshot 

 Before   During    After 

Name: ______________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

Explanatory notes: 

 

 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

    _______________________________________________________________________ 

Pictures: 
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Basic Transformation Snapshot 

Name: __________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 

Condition of Pet Project(s): 

 

 

Health & fitness _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation _____________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living  ________________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’_______________________________________________________________________ 

Pictures of you & yours:  

  

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress markers:
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Outstanding Transformation Snapshot! 

Name: __________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 

Condition of Pet Project(s): 

 

 

Health & fitness _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation _____________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living  ________________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’_______________________________________________________________________ 

Pictures of you & yours:  

  

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress markers:
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General Tracking Sheet  

Track anything you need to keep 21-day tabs on (projects, habits, impulses, etc.). 

Cycle through sheets as many times as needed to achieve desired results or benefits. 

___________________ Tracker                 Beginning date: ______________ 

Desired Results/Benefits: 

Day # Item Tally/Notes, etc. 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

13   

14   

15   

16   

17   

18   

19   

20   

21   

Summary  
 

Ideas & 

Decisions 
 

 Cycle thro’ again 

 Celebrate results 

 Track better item 
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THE ONE-PAGE COACH 

During the day, use a timer – a cooking timer or a similar function in your mobile phone will do – to help 

you start & stop activities on schedule. This is really important when you want to be more productive. A 

timer is your mini-coach, so let it be boss. It will improve your sense of how long tasks really take, and 

prevent you from wasting more time on problems or trivia than they merit. 

If, by day’s end, you didn’t accomplish enough, you might know immediately what to do to be more 

efficient tomorrow. The solution is usually obvious: minimise personal calls, turn the TV off, actually refer 

to your diary, etc. Quickly sidestep distractions as soon as you identify them. Continuing the Everies will 

deal with them more directly over time. 

You no doubt have tools at your disposal to help motivate you – affirmations and so forth which you’ve 

read or heard elsewhere. I’m not going to give you more of these. Instead, this Book directs you to move 

into action to overcome negative attitudes. To me, this is the beauty of organising & decluttering. Many 

Personal Organisers will tell you, it’s terrific therapy! There is often no need to sit and figure out why things 

aren’t working; one only needs to get busy on specific actions to start feeling better and thinking more 

clearly. Answers sometimes reveal themselves while you’re getting on with things. If they don’t, who 

cares? You got things done in spite of yourself! Let The Everies Book help you to practice good habits. 

Having said that, if you’re continually falling behind, and you don’t know what to do to get back on track, 

you can turn to the RE-FOCUS CHECKLIST (near the Glossary) to help you plan & act more efficiently.  

Since you’re going to be using more energy fitting Everies in, it’s also a good idea to pace yourself with 

well-earned breaks and to eat nourishing snacks & meals. These actions keep you calm & strong. Put that 

timer to work for these, too – have it reminding you to break for rest or nourishment, and prompting you 

back into action, like the old school siren   

Finally, make sure you to go to bed on time. No kidding! Sometimes when people get very excited about 

organising, they want to stay up all night making things perfect. Don’t. Sleep is simply another Every that 

must be slotted in. There are different schools of thought on the amount you need, so here’s a suggestion: 

If overall commitments drain your feelings of energy, restfulness, or both, allow at least one early night, a 

sleep-in or a nap each week to recuperate.  

If you’re still over-tired, adjust your commitments, bearing in mind that there’s a risk of sleeping fitfully if 

you haven’t used enough energy during the day. The ensuing lack of sleep then tires you so you can’t keep 

up with even ordinary commitments. In this case, you might need to strike a better balance between 

mental & physical tasks (and monitor any other sleep/energy factors, using the Timer Sheet to do so). 

 

To summarise,  

1 Pace yourself.  

2 Eat nourishing snacks & meals.  

3 Go to bed on time.  

4 Get an early night, a sleep-in or a nap at least once a week if you need it.  

5 Strike a better balance between mental & physical tasks if sleep itself is not restful. 

6 Use a timer.  

7 Quickly sidestep distractions.  

8 Move into action.  

9 Practice good habits.  

10 If you still have trouble getting things done (seems unlikely, doesn’t it?),  

then turn to the Re-focus Checklist and do what it says. 
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Write Your Own Everies  

When directed in the FYPP lessons, use the following space to write your own simplified 

lists of the Everies as they occur to you. Only include items that suit your household, 

lifestyle & personal priorities. After any period of extra busy days, you can turn to these 

lists for a fast check on anything you might have forgotten.  

Under each heading, I’ve suggested a way you might think of these to keep them in mind 

better. As you read through the first time, jot down a task or two for each Every to make 

them more concrete. 

Dailies 

Everyday t0-dos: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most Days 

Things to monitor/alternate, but can skip every other day or so: 
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Weeklies 

Restore order from the week’s ‘busy-ness’ & prepare for the week ahead: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fortnightlies 

Pause and check how things are going: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monthlies 

Nip backlogs & wear’n’tear in the bud: 
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Bi-monthlies/Seasonals 

Attune to the weather or cultural trends: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quarterlies 

Check progress, deal with obstacles, and re-focus: 

 

 

 

 

Half-yearlies 

Mid-year endings and beginnings (such as tax or New Year paperwork): 

 

 

 

 

Annuals 

Look, refresh, rethink, plan anew: 
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Every 1-2 years 

Repairs or maintenance + safety & emergency aspects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every 3-5 years 

Consolidate, repair, make changes &/or improvements: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Odd Jobs 

Note other odd-jobs & conditional tasks you may have thought of.  

E.g., if you have a Post Office Box, check it at least once a week. 
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Inspector Ross’s Ridiculously Long Workday Routine 

Incredibly, this enormous list shows the real workday demands on many busy parents. Singles or 

couples often fill their days this well, too ;-) I hope you can streamline it so it leaves more time to 

enjoy the fruits of your labours. Compare it to your typical workday routine & adjust as required.  

1 Get up on time. 
2 Quickly make the bed. (Delegate so others help here & at other steps, such as 19 - 23.) 
3 Get ready. (Clean, groom & dress your body; double-check bag/briefcase contents.) 
4 Open up a screen-secured window or door near bedrooms to allow a dose of freshening, 

outdoor air to flow in. 
a. If you’re going to be home a while, let air in at other safe points too. 
b. Fully lock up before you leave. 

5 Eat a sustaining breakfast. 
6 Set up kids, pets &/or other good souls in your care so their day runs well, too.  
7 Water indoor plants or other pots with a watering can. 
8 Turn off any electrical & gas appliances, anything with standby lights; lock everything up. 
9 Go to work, or do whatever livelihood activities apply to that day. 

. . .  
10 Pick up kids, if applicable , and run other on-the-way-home errands. 
11 Mudroom shoe-exchange: Leave today’s shoes in mudroom, or on a mat near entry; put away 

any cleaned/dried shoes (a vital routine to minimise dusting, vacuuming, mopping). 
12 Give yourself an ‘Instant Fix’** if needed, and allow others to do the same. 
13 Walk the dog or attend to other pets. 
14 Deal properly with mail (action, reply, pay, file, etc.) & return any phone or email messages. 
15 Make your own calls or send out any new messages. 
16 Help kids with homework etc., &/or do your own. 
17 Diary check: Monitor/catch up on, or diarise plans for. . . 

a. Family/social/community mini-commitments, e.g., calls, chores, tasks, drop-ins; 
b. Overdue To-Do’s; 
c. Current To-Do’s. 

18 Ensure at least one of your meals is fully on-diet (whatever dietary guidelines you happen to 
be following), regardless of what else you consume daily. 

19 Wash dishes. 
20 Clean kitchen floor as needed. 
21 Dispose of kitchen trash: 

a. Wrap deteriorating meat or other smellies and place in freezer until bin collection day. 
b. To protect waterways, flush off-milk liquids down the toilet instead of pouring into sink. 

22 Tidy any flat surfaces. 
23 Prepare for next day. 
24 Free-choice activities if still early, or now all go to bed on time for a good night’s sleep. 
 
**Instant fix – special note 

No, that’s not a brandy. An Instant Fix is an exercise, regimen, foodstuff or personal practice that 

acts as  a fast ‘antidote’ to the various troubles that crop up during a typical day. It can be a lie-

down with an eye mask, a  stint of weeding, a herb tea – whatever. If you are a working parent, 

you’ll actually be hard-pressed to reduce this list & stay organised, so don’t shortcut the Instant 

Fix. Take regular action to declutter your attention and keep your own spirits up. Do what works. 
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Nutshell Decluttering 

Post this near any decluttering workspace to remind you of  the steps: 

 

1. Decide on your reason for decluttering.  

Is it to tidy up? To upgrade? To make a fresh start? Etc. 

 

2. Divide contents into sorting receptacles labelled  

Keep Here, Keep Elsewhere, Discard, Recycle, and Review on _________  

 

3. Place the Review tub in storage with a date-label for when you will 

drag it out and review the contents for decluttering anew. 

 

4. Throw out the Discard items. 

 

5. Further sort the Recycle items into their sub-recycling types – 

roadside bin, specialised drop-off point, give-away, re-sale, etc. 

a. Place these new containers ready for disposition. 

b. Diarise the ‘When to do’! 

 

6. Distribute the Elsewhere items to their proper homes. 

 

7. Arrange the Keep Here items to your liking.  

 

8. Try to remedy any aspect of the prior arrangement which may have 

contributed to the space becoming cluttered. 

  

 

Look Decide 

Keep 

Keep 
Here 

Place 

Keep 

Elsewhere 
Assign 

Uncertain 

Let Go 
Bin Discard 

Recycle Assign 
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Hoard/Collection Risk Questionnaire 

This questionnaire sits between hoarding and risk lessons because it could reveal either! 

Inspect and reflect on these aspects: 

1. Do your images show clear traffic pathways around and inside the home? 

Yes    No     Not sure  

a. If you’re not sure, get up and walk around from room to room. 

2. Were you able to do so without stepping over things, twisting, bending, or swerving? 

Yes    No   

3. Is there room in storage areas for additions from decluttering through the coming year? 

Yes    No     Not sure  

a. If you’re not sure, try to fit an extra item in each storage area. 

b. Were you able to? 

Yes    No   

4. Are the exit routes clear? (In a fire or other emergency, could you & yours escape rapidly?) 

Yes    No     Not sure  

a. Put this to the test: Try escaping from each room to a safe, clear spot outside. 

[Adjust your answer to Q4 if your test disagreed with your opinion ;-) ] 

b. Was there a safe, clear spot outside?? 

Yes    No   

If you answered No to any question above, do what you can to clear these now (include getting 

Professional Organiser help if indicated), then highlight or tab this section to double-check the 

reflection periodically. Hint: Add this to your WYOE list.  

5. Did you run into obstacles on your way out of any room(s)? 

No    Yes   

6. Are any gas or electrical outlets, cords or appliances surrounded by flammables? 

No    Yes   

If you answered Yes to either of these last 2 questions, clear the pathways and fire hazards now! 

(You can do a neater job later; remove threatening clutter and flammables at once.) 

 

TIP: Use the Decluttering Groove-in Sheet from the Printouts to guide decluttering. 
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OPTIONAL DECLUTTERING GROOVE-IN TABLE 

Once you’re rolling along on the FYPP lessons, you can use this table to groove in the 
decluttering habit. Put it in your Planner and tick each line off when both actions are done. 

 Groove in Decluttering While Continuing the FYPP Program 

Day You can skip days when lessons include action steps of their own. 

1 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

2 Next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area (bit bigger than a ‘thing’) 

3 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

4 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

5 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

6 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

7 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

8 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

9 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

10 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

11 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

12 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

13 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

14 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

15 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

16 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

17 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

18 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

19 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

20 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Area 

21 Make progress on next FYPP theory lesson + Declutter 1 Small Thing 

 Wow! 21 days toward finishing your project! Are things looking brighter? 

 Continue decluttering at every opportunity while getting on with your lessons. 
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Safety Table 

Use this table as a guide to making your home more safer.  

The steps are all taken from The Everies Book, so you can use the table in 2 ways: 

 Carry out steps based on your own knowledge if you are familiar with how to do them; 

or 

 Look them up by their proper names in the Contents of The Everies Book to learn more. 

 

 Prepare for safe change with these preliminary actions. 

Step Consider your level of risk on any of these points and act to reduce that now. 

1 Update First-Aid Kit. [First-aid Preparedness project (section XI-A)] 

2 Run a fire drill. [Main Fire Drill (section XI-B)] 

3 Medical &/or other check-up(s) as required to ensure fitness for your chosen projects. 

4 Write your own Workday Routine & Odd Jobs list to keep essential Everies ticking over. 

5 Make room in 1 storage area for storing decent items from future decluttering steps. 

6 Secure your project workspace from any threats. (Weather, break-ins, uninvited guests?) 

7 

Inform any stakeholders (people affected) of what you are trying to do with this Program. 

This could include informing insurers or your local council, etc., depending on projects. 

8 Decide you will be responsible but it is not 'serious' – it will be fun! 

 Now you are safely prepared to tackle your Pet Project! 

 Proceed with your next lesson and be prepared to upgrade safety steps whenever needed. 
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Familiarity with first aid kit 

1 Whether new or established, ensure all first-aid kits are fully stocked & up-to-date. 

2 Add items to meet your family’s individual first-aid needs if they are not typically 

included in the kit. Write what these are here: 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

3 Post emergency numbers clearly next to all phones. 

4 Once the above is done, run everyone – according to their age/abilities – through the 

basic first-aid instructions given in the kits. Every household member should have 

appropriate first-aid skills.  

Part of this is knowing the nearest safe house to run to for help when needed. 

Yes, this will require you to be on friendly terms with at least one of your neighbours  

5 At a minimum, have one adult in the home take a standard course (or a refresher) in 

first aid, even if merely online in the first year.  

Every year, improve on skills & equipment for this and other key survival needs.  

Don’t allow yourself to get complacent.  

Notes 
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Main Fire Drill 

Start the year off right with a Fire Drill: 

 Install – or check existing – smoke detectors. 

 Provide – or maintain – fire extinguisher(s) & fire blanket(s). 

 Next to each piece of fire equipment, post simple versions of its instructions.  

 Draw up & post all escape routes, using starting points from various parts of the 

home.  

 Place a Not-To-Be-Removed key near each internally locked fire exit, but not where 

intruders could reach it from outside. This may be necessary for key-lock windows too.  

 Check with your insurer if there are any guidelines/restrictions about this, but put 

your safety first – switch insurers if they don’t! 

 Run the household through a fire drill for a variety of potential circumstances. 

 Fix any dangers that show up. 

 Note what they are here, and diarise follow-up: 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Notes 
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Project Tracker 

 

 

 Project Tracker, Beginning: ___________________   

# Incomplete or In-Progress Projects  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

9   

10   

11   

12   

13   

14   

15   

16   

17   

18   

19   

20   

21   

Summary  

 

Ideas  
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Project Requirements Worksheet.  

Project name: ______________________________________________________________ 

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE? 

Estimate how many hours should be spent on this project to ensure it makes tangible  

progress and doesn’t keep backsliding: ______________ hours per week. 

Note: For most projects, ‘Tangible progress’ is entirely up to you, providing there’s no backslide 

involved. Dragged-out renovations, for example, can be miserable to live with. How much would 

encourage you? 

At that rate, how many weeks would you expect the project to take? ___________ weeks. 

Be honest – it’s possible to break projects down into sub-projects, &/or carry long ones 

forward into next year. It all depends on the project + your tolerance and tenacity. 

Now, how much time can you devote to this Program? __________________ hours/week. 

(Include spare time plus any time you’re already spending on this Program and the 

project being examined, or to other projects that could be re-prioritised.) 

+ Extra hours during holidays you could use, divided by 13: __________________ hours/wk. 

+ Time you fully intend to swap out from TV, social media, etc. ______________ hours/wk. 

= TOTAL HOURS TO BE SPENT ON PROGRAM/PROJECT __________________ hours/wk. 

- Hours to be lost for travelling or heavy-duty weeks _________ ÷ 13:  _________ hours/wk. 

How many hrs/wk on average over the next 13 weeks can you devote? ________ hours/wk. 

How many weeks would it take at this rate to finish the project? _____________ weeks. 

Compare the 2 purple weeks totals to work out how much of the project you could fit into 1 

quarter (13 weeks).  
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WHAT WILL I NEED & HOW MUCH WILL THAT COST? 

Answer these questions in as much or as little detail as is sensible for the scope of project 

.(The bigger and more life-changing it is, the more exact should be your costings. If it’s  

something  you’re just ‘doing’ and absorbing in weekly expenses, a rough-but-realistic 

estimate is okay.) I’ve only given one line each – use more paper or software or whatever is is 

needed to prepare appropriate costings for y our project.. 

In known prices of its physical parts:  

 equipment _______________________________________________________________ 

 consumables _____________________________________________________________ 

 up-skilling _______________________________________________________________ 

 personal development* ____________________________________________________ 

*Often neglected, but vital for some projects – will you need to change personally, whether by 

developing qualities, building networks, or even getting some sort of makeover? 

In wear and tear on existing equipment/vehicles ___________________________________ 

In power/water/fuel __________________________________________________________ 

In labour (your or others ‘free’ time included) _____________________________________ 

In loss of other income _______________________________________________________ 

How will you afford these? 

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NON-$ COSTS 

Are there any other costs, such as emotional, relationship, physical strain, etc.? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How will you ‘afford’ these? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Daily Deskwork 

Here’s the Everies way of managing a diary or planner, and taking care of routine paperwork: 

 

Dawn planning 
 Consult Planner, calendar, fridge notes etc., and write/adjust your Daily Plan in your 

diary including any forward plans arising. 

 Carry out the Daily Plan (your diarised to-do’s). 

Dusk check-in 
 Gather the day’s money records* & other papers from bag, wallet, phone notes, pockets, 

etc. 

 Enter money movements in your Counter1 – whether a handwritten in/out version, or a 

bookkeeping software program. 

 File entered receipts (or dispose of non-essential ones after data entry). 

 Catch up on whatever of the day’s planned to-do’s you can still fit in tonight. 

Nightly review & preparation 
 Review daily progress against diary/planner, ticking off completed steps and making any 

notes. 

 Especially note achievements and be sure to protect/strengthen these while you 

continue forward. 

 Re-diarise undone-but-needful steps into a future day. 

 Prepare items needed for the next day – bag, clothes, lunch kit, etc. to minimise morning 

fluster. 

 Let today go. 

* If You Hate Paperwork 

I have it on good authority2 that if you’re not able to keep good records (like a Counter), you 

are better off just putting all your official papers in a shoebox & handing them over to a 

bookkeeper or accountant as-is.  

                                                            
1
 A book or software program where you list income and expenses to keep count of your money’s running balance.  

2
 Davey, Murray. The Useful Business Boot Camp. Collins Debden, Sydney, 2007. 
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Quarterly Stage Chart, 20_ _ 
Now break the Annual Plan into 4 stages of quarterly progress; do the same for other intentions & 

expectations, avoiding conflict with projects as far as possible. Leave X blank for now. 
Result/Stage By When  How to Get There With Whom or What 

1    

2    

3    

4    

X    

Diarise quarterly completion, achievement & resource targets. 
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Quarter / Stage ____ Plan, __________ - __________20_ _ 
Plan the next 3 months based on its matching Quarterly Stage and other priorities, adding any 

new obligations & expectations, but avoiding project conflicts as far as possible. 
Result/Phase By When  How to Get There With Whom or What 

Diarise phase 

names. 
Diarise 

Dates. Diarise actions or prompts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Include 

resources. 
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Quarter / Stage ____ Review __________ to __________, 20_ _ 

Quickly review progress against your last Quarter / Stage Plan to clarify what’s been done, 
what’s in progress, and what is no longer relevant. 

1. Review: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write down the main steps to be done on these, along with anything new to accomplish, 
over the next 3 months. Make these your next Stage’s priorities. 

2. Set Stage ___ Priorities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Estimated costs of these (and other significant extra outputs for the quarter ahead 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Diarise activities, deadlines, resources & achievements required. 
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Monthly Phase Chart 20 _ _ 
Map out from the Quarterly Stage Chart, or after drawing up each Quarter / Stage Plan. 

Break down each 3-month Stage of progress into its monthly phases. 
Action By When  How to Get it Done With Whom or What 

1     

2    

3     

4    

5    

6     

7    

8    

9     

10    

11     

12     

X     

Diarise the key monthly deadlines, activities and reminders. 
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(Alternate ) Monthly Plan for Phase ___ , ______________ 20_ _ 

Write down the main project steps to do, and anything else you’d like to accomplish, over the next 
month. Make these your priorities. 

Monthly Priorities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Budget & provide for these priorities (and any other significant outputs for this month 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diarise weekly activities, deadlines, funds & other resources required. 
 
Keep those appointments  even with yourself  so that you do the actions 
necessary to meet the deadlines you set.   
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Monthly Plan for Phase ____ , ___________ , 20 _ _ 
Take the corresponding Phase # on the Chart and expand its details where necessary. 

Step By When  How to Get it Done With Whom or What 
     

Diarise  these logistics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

too! 
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Month / Phase ____ Review, __________, 20_ _ 

Quickly review progress against your last Monthly Phase Plan to clarify what’s been done, 
what’s in progress, and what is no longer relevant. 

1. Review: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write down the main steps to be done on these, along with anything new to accomplish, 
over the next month. Make these your next Phase’s priorities. 

2. Set Phase ___ Priorities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Estimated costs of these (and other significant extra outputs for the month ahead 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Diarise activities, deadlines, resources & achievements required. 
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Weekly/Fortnightly Chart, ___________ 20_ _ 
Divide the Monthly Phase into 4 weeks or 2 fortnights of key tasks; do the same for other 

intentions & expectations, avoiding conflicts with projects as far as possible.  
Result/Target By When  How to Get There With Whom or What 

1    

2    

3    

4    

Extra days    

Expand details on Weekly/Fortnightly forms or diarise directly into the Planner. 
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Weekly/Fortnightly Review’n’Plan: __________ to ___________ , 20_ _ 
This can and should be written directly in your planner in the boxes provided.  
Use this sheet if you need more paper, or for extra-intense weeks. 

Review progress against your last Weekly/Fortnightly Plan to clarify what’s been done, 
what’s in progress, and what is yet to do, along with anything that is no longer relevant. 

1. Review: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write down the main steps to be done next, and anything else you’d like to accomplish 
over the next week or fortnight. (A 2-week plan might be more practical for you.) 

2. Weekly/Fortnightly Priorities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specific set-asides for these priorities (and any other significant weekly expenses ahead) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Diarise daily activities, deadlines, funds & quotas required. 

Keep those appointments  even with yourself  so that you do the actions necessary to 
meet the deadlines you set.  
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Weekly/Fortnightly Plan for __________ to __________ 20 _ _ 
This is what you usually diarise directly into your planner or diary.  

If you have an especially intense week, or a complex juggle to work out, use this form. 
From the Weekly/Fortnightly Chart, expand on how to do tasks this week or fortnight.  

Diarise the necessary ‘appointments’ for actions and deadlines. 

Step By When  How to Get it Done 
With Whom or 

What 
    

Summarise, or 
write, 

“See 
Plan”, in the Planner’s Weekly Plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

boxes. 
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‘During’ snapshot  

Name: __________________________________________ Date:_______________________ 

Condition of Pet Project(s): 

 

 

Health & fitness ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation ______________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction   ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living  _________________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’________________________________________________________________________ 

Pictures of you & yours:  

  

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress marker
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Anytime Snapshot 

Name: __________________________________________ Date:_______________________ 

Reason: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Health & fitness ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation ___________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction   _________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living  ______________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’_____________________________________________________________________  

A picture of you & yours:  

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress markers:
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‘After’ Snapshot 

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _______________________ 

Condition of Pet Project(s):  

 

 

Health & fitness _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure/physique _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Grooming & presentation _____________________________________________________________________ 

Typical mood _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Relationships _______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work satisfaction ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Finances ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle/standard of living ____________________________________________________________________ 

Your ‘something bigger’_______________________________________________________________________  

Pictures of you & yours: 

 

 

 

 

Pictures of your living quarters: 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures/screenshots of pets, important possessions/creations, or any other progress markers: 
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How does your After Snapshot compare with previous Snapshots? 

This step is important! Don’t make assumptions or take anything for granted. 

Compare line-for-line with each snapshot in this order, and summarise your analyses here: 

1. Transformation Snapshot 

 

 

 

2. During Snapshot 

 

 

 

3. Before Snapshot 

 

 

 

4. Any Random Snapshots 

 

 

 

What conclusions have you drawn? 

 About the year’s performance: 

 

 

 

 About how to proceed:
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Annual  Review of Year Ending ____________, 20_ _ 

Review progress against your last Annual Plan to clarify what’s been done, what’s in 
progress, and what is no longer relevant. 

1. Review: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write down the main steps to be done on carry-over steps, along with anything new to 
accomplish over the next 12 months. These will be the basis of next Year’s priorities. 

2. Set Annual Priorities: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Estimated costs of these (and other significant extra outputs for the quarter ahead 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Mark the occasion of completing the year’s work then come back and assess 
the new plateau you find yourself in. 
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FYPP Testimonial 
Name _________________________________________ Date ____________________ 

Latest lesson completed on Program: ________________________________________ 

I do  OR do not  give permission for my testimonial to be published, and if I do,  
please use the following method(s) of ID (select/enter 1 or more from each line):  
Full name      First name        Initials      OR Promotion Alias ______________________________ 

+     Town                 State     Country      Business name __________________________________ 
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FYPP Feedback Form 
Name _________________________________________ Date ____________________ 

Latest lesson completed on Program: _______________________________________ 

I do  OR do not  give permission for any of this feedback to be published, and if I do,  
please use the following method(s) of ID (select/enter 1 or more from each line):  
Full name      First name        Initials      OR Promotion Alias ______________________________ 

+     Town                 State     Country      Business name __________________________________ 

What I’ve liked about the Program: 

 

What I’ve liked less about it:  

 

The Program helped me by/to: 

 

I would have liked more help with: 

 

My best takeaways from the Program are: 

 

I wish I had learnt how to:  

 

Additional comments/suggestions: 

 

 

 

Thank you for your feedback. 
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Assess the new plateau of projects & Everies 

Take a fresh look at the current state of Everies upkeep and your Pet Project to assess 

performance and results, and to clarify the next annual project directions. 

1. Review of Pet Project & Everies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Project carry-over steps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set this year’s initial directions in readiness for a new round of the FYPP system. 

3. New project and Everies directions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Complete the final lessons in your Workbook & apply for your free FYPP Planner! 

5. Begin new round of the Finish Your Pet Project system.  
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TIMER SHEET 
Use to track activities on an hourly basis or by segments of the day. 

  

Day/date: 

Times 
This heading has been left open for you to overwrite with 

anything you want to monitor against time – activities, 

food, etc. 

Comments 

Before 7 am   

7 am   

7:30 am        

8 am   

8:30 am   

9 am   

9:30 am   

10 am   

10:30 am        

11 am        

Noon   

12:30 pm   

1 pm     

1:30 pm   

2 pm   

2:30 pm   

3 pm   

3:30 pm   

4 pm   

4:30 pm   

5 pm   

5:30 pm   

6 pm   

6:30 pm   

7 pm   

7:30 pm   

8 pm   

8:30 pm   

9 pm   

9:30 pm   

10 pm   

After 10:30 pm   

Summary/Ideas  
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ALTERNATE TIMER SHEET 
Use to track activities on a daily basis instead of hourly. 

It can also be used to make up your own Learning Curve for particular Everies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Day-Tracker, Beginning: ___________________   

Day Activity/Substance/Results/Etc. 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  

13  

14  

15  

16  

17  

18  

19  

20  

21  

Summary  

Ideas  
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RE-FOCUS CHECKLIST 
See THE ONE-PAGE COACH for when to use this.  

Mark the following questions like so:  Yes =  No = X  Maybe = \ 

If you only have Maybes on the first run through, go back over the questions and consider 

carefully if the situation is mainly Yes or No, and mark accordingly. 

In all cases, work on the first Yes you come to. Only continue the list if the first set of 

instructions didn’t solve the problem in the expected time (according to the action required). 

Looking back over the last few days, did it seem like: 

1 Too many to-dos were on your list?  __________  

Focus on only 2-3 priorities a day, adding more Reminders gradually as your efficiency increases. 
 

2 Diarised steps didn’t match your actual lifestyle? __________ 

List steps to match & improve routines first, then fit in new tasks where you can around them. 
 

3 You forgot to diarise steps to do?  __________ 

Make it part of your suppertime routine (with the Nightly Review’n’Prep) if mornings are rushed. 
 

4 Life was too demanding? __________ 

Actually diarise those unavoidable demands, making a conscious decision to do them at certain 

times. I.e., don’t just drop everything when they come up; take the lead and purposely schedule 

the ones you can predict. Then add 1 or 2 of your chosen Reminders daily until your Everies get 1st 

call on your time. 
 

5 Your home, or life in general, is in too much disorder? __________ 

Hire a Professional Organiser to help you implement the Everies, if you can.  
 

a. If that’s not possible, find a trustworthy friend to help you work through this book. 

i.  Begin by doing more from the Nutshell Decluttering section in the Guidelines. 
 

6 You wasted time on other things?  __________ 

a.  For 3 days, record how you spent each half hour.* Be honest with yourself. Read over the 

entries at the end of 3 days, highlighting main time-wasting offenders. 

b.  With these offenders, let the timer limit their intrusion until you’re boss again. E.g., give the 

cooking timer a twist to 20 minutes next time you check your emails – give them your full 

attention for 20 minutes, then jump up & get back on task immediately the timer goes off. 

*Make copies of the Timer Sheet and use those to keep track. 
 

7 You’re finding it difficult to prioritise?  __________ 

Declutter (anything) for 20 minutes each day until your own priorities start to surface.  

Decluttering & organising have a tendency to help that along, which in turn helps you to 

declutter. 

 

If nothing helps, use the form at www.inspectorross.com.au/contact to detail specifics of the 

problem and what you did at each step. I may not be able to answer personally, but will consider 

the issue for any future editions of The Everies Book. 

http://www.inspectorross.com.au/contact
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BONUS TOOLS 

Family Regroup 

Have the whole family – or household – sit around a table for a well-prepared, shared meal at least once a 

week, and regroup on only positive aspects for each member. Permit no challenging pressures, even with 

the menu. It’s just a time to touch base on individual & shared goals or activities, and to let members know 

they have backup. 

I’m sure many families already enjoy this as the dinner-time norm, but many don’t. The Family Regroup is 

a way to bring harmony back where this has been lacking. 

To save the ritual from becoming rigid or conflicting with individual timetables, roll it forward one night 

each week to make 8 days between (Monday one week, Tuesday the next, etc.). Everyone then gets a 

chance to turn up. For real fun, roster the cooking too! 

I’ve suggested some rules over the page to keep this dinner from falling into old patterns of other family 

dinners, and to make it a pleasant game for attendees. 

 

Family Regroup Rules 

1 Set and maintain an upbeat atmosphere (low, cheery, instrumental background music helps). 

 If things have been a bit tense in your home, use a different location for early regroups. Choose 

somewhere casual like a family restaurant, or enjoy fish’n’chips at the beach. Anywhere that is 

neither too isolated nor too crowded will do. Introduce the ritual gradually and don’t give up if the 

first few times are strained or awkward. Once everyone trusts that it’s a dependable time-out, 

things should ease up. 

2 Share only light topics, good news, laughs & achievements.  

3 No button-pushing. 

a. Devise a fun reward & penalty system to encourage sticking to this rule especially – a kids’ 

reward chart is a great way to keep it light, with black dots allotted to rude remarks, etc. 

People are often genuinely dismayed to learn they’ve been hurting another’s feelings & 

driving them away, so even this part should be kept gentle, yet firm.  

b. Chronic button-pushers may be out of the scope of this book. Something from the detox 

steps at section X-A-6 could be done in tandem with this Regroup to at least de-escalate 

things while you seek more tailored, professional advice. 

4 If someone hasn’t been carrying out chores or otherwise participating in the family unit, make a 

mental note to see them separately – keep the Family Regroup as friendly as possible, so that  

everyone can look forward to this time together, no matter what.  Consider it bah-lees.  

5 For couples, treat it as a date & agree to keep meal conversations light-hearted and, preferably, 

romantic. If there’s an issue between you, choose a different time to take it up, when it is more 

likely to create a win-win outcome. Meanwhile, stick to topics you agree on and let your partner 

eat in peace.  
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6 If you live alone, the Regroup works like this:  

a. Cook for 2 and store the second serve for tomorrow (a good idea any night). Still set the table 

and keep it for the meal only – TV off, paperwork away. Don’t worry, you won’t have to stare 

at the walls while you chew. A cookbook, pencil & your diary are allowed a place at the table.  

b. Follow the rules above to be your own good company. E.g., no negative self-talk, nor 

worrying over things. Bah-lees, remember? 

c. Review status of communications with family, or people you might consider family, and 

diarise times to return messages, or to send special-occasion greetings & general catch-ups. 

d. If you would like a partner, diarise some dating plans, or other personalised plans to support 

your dating efforts. 

e. If you have time left over – since no-one’s talking back , browse a cookbook and plan next 

week’s special meal.  

This helps keep you in the habit of a) cooking balanced meals; and b) staying in touch with people you 

value, even if you don’t spend time with them often. 

Add notes about ways to personalise the Family Regroup for yourself & loved ones: 
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Wardrobe Review  
Keep this form as your clean copy. Make extra copies each time you do this review, so you can write on the back, too.  

A Fast Wardrobe Organising Method for: ______________________________________(name) 

1 With regard to the next 8 – 12 weeks, write how many days a week – or a month or year, for less 

frequent activities – you expect to participate in these areas: 

             

     Per     . . .        Week              Month       or      Year 

Work ........................................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Business ...................................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Education  ................................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

After-work/study quick-change acts .........................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Home (relaxing) ........................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Home (activities with specific clothing needs – name each type)  

 .................................................................................................  _______ ________ ________ 

 ............................................................................................. .... ________ ________ ________ 

 ............................................................................................. .... ________ ________ ________ 

Sports/exercise  ........................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Evenings out .............................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Weekend outings .....................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Romancing ...............................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

Other(s) ....................................................................................  ________ ________ ________ 

 
2 Group current clothing in wardrobe/drawers to suit the above activities. 

 Include smalls, shoes, bags & accessories. 

 Set aside unwanted, unflattering or worn-out items as you go, for discard or recycling at step 6. 

3 Note gaps (missing items for any activity): 

 

 

 

4 List immediate needs & seasonal top-ups (‘Wardrobe Refreshers’ overleaf): 

 

 

5 Buy just those, at the best quality you can afford. 

6 Dispose of the discards &/or recycling from step 2. (Recovering anything that could work with new 

items...) 

7 List remaining optional purchases: 

 

 

 

8 Fill these gaps on an ongoing basis, priced at your discretion.   

9 Review wardrobe each season in the same way. 
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